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       APRIL 2020 AIRPORT OF THE FUTURE OUR GATEWAY TO A MORE RESILIENT TRAVEL INDUSTRY POST COVID-19 ASSESSMENT PREPARED BY www.dubz.com info@dubz.com © 2020, DUBZ. All rights reserved. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 2 THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 HAS PUT THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN AN UNPRECEDENTED FINANCIAL DISTRESS, YET THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME THE INDUSTRY HAS BEEN CHALLENGED BY A PANDEMIC In the words of many politicians, scientists, and business leaders, the world entered an 'uncharted territory' with the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). In addition to the hundreds of thousands of infections and deaths by the virus, the global economy is heading towards a recession, with analysts forecasting a 3.0% reduction in global GDP. Forecasted reduction in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as a result of COVID-19 in 2020 Advanced Economies Emerging Markets Global Economy -1.0% -3.0% -6.1% Source: IMF, 14th April 2020 Of the industries that are most impacted by COVID-19’s spread, travel and tourism are undoubtedly of the most affected. According to IATA’s revised forecast, airline passenger revenues are expected to fall by $314 billion in 2020, resulting in a liquidity crisis for most airlines. As per the Centre for Asia-Pacific Aviation (CAPA), half of the world’s approximately 800 airlines could be bankrupt by the end of May. This will obviously extend to other travel, aviation, and hospitality companies such as airports, ground handlers, hotels, holiday home companies, and travel agencies. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 3 Travel stocks have seen more than $332 Billion in value evaporate between February and March 2020 $255.1 B $80.8 B $37.5 B $177.0 B $51.0 B $17.6B Booking Delta Disney Holdings Air Lines NYSE NASDAQ NYSE -31% -37% -52% Yet, this is not the first time a pandemic has impacted the travel industry. SARS, MERS and Zika have all significantly hurt the industry over the past two decades. For example, at the height of the SARS outbreak (May 2003), volumes of Asia-Pacific airlines were 35% lower than their pre-crisis levels. Confidence in both leisure and business travel was shaken resulting in $6 billion in revenue loss for Asia-Pacific airlines. So the question becomes, could the travel industry have been better prepared to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, and thus its major players avoid fighting for survival the way they are today? Luxury, Leisure and Travel among the biggest losers during SARS MSCI China sectors December 2 2002 April 24 2003 to to April 24 2003 July 14 2003 Consumer durables Software & services Hotels, restaurants & leisure Diversified financials Real estate Telecoms services Airlines Technology hardware Retailing Capital goods Chemicals Transport Automobile Metals & mining Utilities Energy F&B and Tobacco Healthcare -20 0 20 40 60 Percentage Change (%) Source: JPMorgan DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 4 Impacts of past outbreaks on aviation 115 110 105 100 Index (crisis month=100) 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Months before and after the start of the crisis Source: JPMorgan THE WAY THE TRAVEL PROCESS IS DESIGNED PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN THE VULNERABILITY OF THE INDUSTRY If you look at the current travel departure process, in almost all cases, it mainly consists of the following steps: Arrive 1 to 3 hours before flight departure time Check-in at the airlines' airport counters, or self-service kiosk to receive boarding passes and baggage tags or check-in online if there is no baggage Queue for security and then for immigration Peruse the duty free shopping available, get work done, or rest until boarding is announced Queue again to board the flight Looking at the above process, it is no surprise that with any infection spread, not necessarily a pandemic, travel will be severely restricted and even halted. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 5 As travelers’ queue, especially around peak hours, the risk of community spread among travelers is heightened. More importantly, the short time frame between arrival at the airport and departure leaves little time for authorities to conduct any reasonable measures, apart from basic thermal scanning, to detect and isolate infected passengers Hence the first and correct reaction by governments is to restrict travel in order to reduce queues and stop exporting a disease from one country to another. In the early stages of COVID-19, authorities in some airports (e.g. Beijing) requested that departing passengers arrive to the airport 8 hours early in order to be checked; while arriving passengers were put in a 2-week house quarantine. These steps are not only very costly and difficult to implement, but are so restrictive that governments are often hesitant in implementing them, resulting in a further spread of the disease. (Check figure below "year-on-year change of weekly flight frequency of global airlines.) With COVID-19, the number of cases rose so overwhelmingly that these measures became unfeasible in most countries and consequently air travel had to be reduced significantly and even stopped. Regions facing the highest share of business travel suspensions due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic as of March 2020 100% 75% 50% 25% 0% na g an fic pe st a a ic ic on Ea hi iw ci ro er er K Pa C Eu Ta m m e g dl A A on a id si tin th H M A or La N Source: GBTA, Statista DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 6 Year-on-year change of weekly flight frequency of global airlines from January 6 to March 23, 2020, by country Weekly flights change of global airlines due to COVID-19 Global China S. Korea Japan USA France Germany U.K. Italy Hong Kong Australia Singapore Spain Year-on-year change (percentage) 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 Jan 6 Jan 13 Jan 20 Jan 27 Feb 3 Feb 10 Feb 17 Feb 24 Mar 2 Mar 9 Mar 16 Mar 23 Week starting on (2020) Source: OAG Schedules Air travel restrictions began 6 weeks after the disease initially surfaced in China, and the drop in volumes was drastic. This is a scenario we need to strive to avoid. WHAT IF THERE IS A BETTER WAY? With the above issues in the traditional travel process, one can wonder: What if the existing travel process can be challenged and revolutionized to address its critical shortages? What if passengers can be screened early, even before arriving at the airport? What if airport operations become fully decentralized so that queues are avoided even during peak hours? This can play a huge role in making the industry more resilient during a pandemic crisis, not to mention bringing in massive and sustainable operational and commercial benefits. The continuous innovation in mobile, analytics, and biometric technologies make this superior alternative a reality. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 7 Imagine the below scenario: You are traveling from Dubai to Beijing and request DUBZ Home Check-In 12 hours before your flight. The airline system has your full travel and personal history securely stored. Prior to checking you in, the system detects that based on your physical locations over the previous few days, there is a heightened risk of having been infected by a recent disease*. You are proactively advised to go to one of the remote and mobile check-in terminals that is equipped with a medical check-up facility. You head to a terminal, the closest to your residence, drop-off your bags, get checked-in, get tested, and spend few hours in an isolated room while waiting for the test results. The isolated room is actually a duty-free and entertainment portal that gives access to the airport's Duty Free online platform and other online entertainment services such as TV streaming. If medically fit, you receive immigration clearance using biometric scanning, pass through a non-intrusive mobile security scanner, and board a bonded smart bus that drops you off at a dedicated point, airside. You have cleared immigration and have passed all security checks and can board your flight without needing to stop anywhere in your seamless journey. In the meantime your bags and duty-free shopped items are loaded onto your plane. *To be linked with IATA's NEXTT and OneID initiatives as outlined in the 'Technology is Available to Start Building the Airport of the Future' section. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 8 By leveraging latest technologies and rethinking the travel process we can eliminate many weaknesses in travel that make the industry susceptible to the spread of disease. By implementing the scenario above, we effectively enabled the following: Implement early processing of passengers, allowing enough time to take precautionary measures to isolate the sick few from the healthy majority. Use predictive analytics to identify those at risk and concentrate containment efforts on them. Reduce interaction time, as well as crowds, at the airport. This will help protect the health of passengers and also that of employees working at the airport. Meet health standards while maintaining an excellent passenger experience (no queues, no stress). Meet security and immigration requirements This will not only make travel safer during pandemic crisis, but will also play a crucial role in reducing the global spread of said pandemic. It would consequently play a huge role in protecting the global economy, and the role airlines play in it. Hence, we do believe that now is the time to start actively redesigning travel processes to realize this outlined vision. In fact, we are already late in realizing this vision. The market has been asking for this innovation for many years. For example, more than 50% of respondents to IATA's Global Passenger Survey in 2016 were requesting to drop-off their bags and complete their check-in procedures, off-airport. Passengers also continue to request changes in immigration and security procedures, procedures that are primary sources of queues and passenger stress at airports. The need for Baggage Freedom 26% of passengers 24% of passengers would like to have would drop off their bags picked up bags in locations from home & delivered other than the to the airport airport Source: IATA Global Passenger Survey (2016) DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 9 TECHNOLOGY IS AVAILABLE TO START BUILDING THE AIRPORT OF THE FUTURE So how to start implementing the envisioned “airport of the future”? The key would be to leverage intelligent operational and passenger technologies, along with innovation in AI, bio-metrics and mobility. These technologies are already in use in several locations albeit in a fragmented manner. With proper and continuous alignment with relevant entities, these solutions can be integrated to reach the required end objective. Below are some examples of existing technologies that can be integrated to create a smart and decentralized airport of the future: Off-airport Check-in: DUBZ in the UAE has introduced an off-airport solution that checks in passengers and their bags from their homes or hotels, mall, or any other off- airport location. DUBZ off-airport solution currently enables remote check-in for any airline, handles excess baggage payments, and offers passengers ancillary sales. Other examples exist in USA, UK, and Japan while off-airport check-in is considered to be crucial in IATA's New Experience Travel Technologies (NEXTT)* initiative. Bio-metric identification: Today, a few hundred airports all over the world are testing bio-metric identification, a technology that verifies a flier's identity through fingerprints or facial features. This will allow passengers to speed through some aspects of their journey such as security or boarding. For example, Emirates airline and immigration authorities in Dubai started piloting a bio-metric passenger journey that uses facial recognition and pre-screening of passengers to provide a seamless path. Throughout this path, passengers are not required to show a passport or boarding pass from the check-in counter all the way to the aircraft. Bio-metrics will continue to develop throughout the next decade, to include the check-in process, security checkpoint and domestic boarding. In fact, IATA has developed the OneID* initiative to standardize the use of bio-metrics at airports, keeping the passenger journey seamless and secure. Tracking and analytics: Following COVID-19's outbreak, many apps were developed to track people’s locations and provide a health check on individuals. These can be utilized at airports as well, by integrating with airlines’ check-in systems to pre- authorize passengers for travel, based on their location history. Additionally, thermal equipment to capture passenger temperature may see full-scale adoption as part of the future solution. Etihad Airways has announced trials on contactless, self-service technologies that can estimate a passenger's vital health signs for health screenings at airport kiosks and bag drops. AI and Digital Concierge: British Airways is piloting AI robots to interact with passengers and provide real-time information of their travel, freeing up employees to deal with time-sensitive issues. Passenger apps are also increasing and offering multiple services to passengers during their travel journey — effectively a digital concierge. Click here for more information on OneID Click here for more information on NEXTT DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 10 The emergence of a digital concierge helps facilitate a contact-less journey. Many airlines / airports are also partnering with regulatory authorities to make passengers’ journey across the airport more seamless. Implementing these technologies is challenging for a variety of reasons (detailed in next section). Therefore, it is imperative to begin now by applying a phased approach based on an agile and iterative process while making use of existing technologies. This move towards a comprehensive and fully integrated solution will make way for the airport of the future. The figure below summarizes how the airport of the future could be rolled out: End Objective: Smart and Pilot Interim decentralized airport of State the future Implement contactless Multiple airport hubs including Create mobile multi-airline self-service at medical facilities. Hubs fully Mobile check-in kiosks with full equipped with mobile check-in version of airport Check-in baggage functionality. The systems that are integrated with CUTE / CUPPS passengers phone will be passengers’ location history. System system* used for information input and output. Passengers can check-in remotely, receive instantaneous Leverage existing apps Implement analytics fit-to-fly clearance, get their bags that track users' layer that integrate with picked up so they can enjoy the locations and manually passengers' health and rest of their day baggage-free, or Customer reconcile with location data and can wait in Data Advanced Passenger automatically case needed (e.g. waiting for Information (API) to identify if a passenger medical tests) at a facility with verify previous locations was at risk of being duty free e-shopping. of passengers infected. Enable two-step checks Implement biometric Smart, fully-secure, in the immigration scanners / e-gate at and autonomous bus systems, one at the off- dedicated off-airport Immigration airport location and the that transports locations to conduct other in the airport, that immigration confirms passengers passengers directly clearance using facial recognition from off-airport Implement standard check-in location to airport scanner at Non-intrusive and airside. Equipped dedicated off-airport seamless security locations that lead scanning at the airport with tracking device, Security passengers to a secure using biometrics and CCTV cameras, facial room before thermal technologies transporting to airport recognition, and non- intrusive security Transfer passengers to an airside location Not required as scanning technology Bonded where they can directly security is conducted for the passengers transportation head to their gates seamlessly at the through a secure and and carry-on bags. airport monitored process *DUBZ created a robust shock-proof mobile check-in system in Dubai DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 11 Innovation in the face of a challenge IBM and its subsidiary, The Weather Channel, have created an online map that tracks the spread of U.S. coronavirus cases. IBM's practical solution is one of the few out there that allows users to see the real- time spread of COVID-19 on a micro level. The AI behind its functionality sources data published by state and local governments to create a consolidated real-time map. The map will soon provide real-time data for countries other than the USA, as well as a new feature that can predict the spread of the virus itself. These developments will assist governments and businesses alike in "scenario planning". WHERE IS THE HOLD UP? While technology solutions are there, implementing change in aviation is often cumbersome, as it requires alignment and approval from a diverse and complex ecosystem of airlines, airports, ground handlers, regulators, police, and customs. As such, initiatives such as IATA's NEXTT will be key to bring stakeholders together to work on an aligned vision. Some of the challenges that currently hinder the implementation of the airport of the future, or at least elements of it, are: High comfort levels with legacy systems and processes: Many of the processes and systems at airports are outdated, yet are still live due to stakeholder difficulty in agreeing on new standards. For example, the Common Use passenger check-in platform standard, CUTE, is still the de-facto standard since the 1980's. Data integration issues: The IT landscape in aviation is quite fragmented and does not always rely on latest communications protocols. Airlines, airports, ground handlers, and government authorities all use different systems. This imposes significant data integration challenges especially when aspiring to implement a seamless passenger experience from checking-in to boarding a flight. For example, off-airport baggage services need to be standardized in terms of technologies and processes to enable full airline integration. DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 12 Data Privacy: To enable the airport of the future, increased access to passenger data is required: their travel history, existing whereabouts, duty-free purchases, medical information, etc. This imposes significant challenges that need to be addressed from a data privacy perspective. This is an obstacle already faced by organizations in Europe that are trying to address consent management issues for biometric check-in and verification, whilst complying with GDPR requirements. Sharing the investment risk: The question of "who pays?" is commonplace when it comes to investing in new airport technologies. All parties have a vested interest in a new airport concept, however, risk sharing is an issue since stakeholders have different risk appetites that makes it difficult to agree on a co-investment plan. The challenges outlined above are significant and have hindered many digitalization projects over the last decade. As such, it is required for players to sit at the table and agree on a common vision to manage innovation in a constructive and feasible manner. Additionally, startups face many barriers to entry to innovate in aviation (regulatory approvals, alignment with airlines, airports, etc). Hence, a framework to reduce these barriers and to incentivize risk-embracing VC's to invest in aviation startups is necessary to accelerate innovation in the industry. Travel is not even in the top 10 sectors for VC funding Which industries attract the most venture capital? Top 10 U.S. industry sectors by share of venture capital investment 40% 30% 20% 10% 0% e gy t es t y es s t n en en en ar rg ce io ic ic lo ftw nm pm pm at ne vi rv rv no ic er lE Se Se So ai ui ui un ch lS rt Eq Eq ria IT & te m te ia t io m ts En & & us nc B co uc es ng d na & In le od ic ki Fi ia Te ev or Pr ed w D M er et al m N ic su ed on M C Source: Martin Prosperity Institute, Statista DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 13 FINAL THOUGHTS In previous outbreaks, markets swiftly rebounded From start 1 month 3 months Percentage to crisis peak after peak after peak Change 40 30 20 10 0 -10 SARS Swine flu Ebola Zika (MSCI China) (MSCI Mexico) (MSCI Africa) (MSCI Brazil) Source: JPMorgan COVID-19 will change many aspects of our daily lives and its impact will be long lasting. Yet there is no doubt travel will resume and will even rebound to new heights. This has been the trend for all previous outbreaks. Appropriate measures must be developed and put in place to ensure that aviation players are not forced into submission as the result of a novel virus or disease. This is the time to start collaboratively materializing this vision. Most aviation and travel stakeholders have been impacted by the vulnerabilities of the travel process and they need to address them immediately. In summary, a pandemic is bound to happen again but the survival of the airline industry cannot be at stake each time. It is time to use technologies that will not only help in reducing disruption in travel, but will also curb the spread of diseases and protect the global economy. Now is the time to start building the Airport of the Future. Authors Omar Abou Faraj Samer Sobh CEO, Co-Founder COO, Co-Founder omar@dubz.com samer@dubz.com Mustafa Maghraby Amine Oubrahim CCO, Co-Founder Growth Specialist mustafa@dubz.com amine@dubz.com DUBZ is a Dubai-based technology company geared with the tools and know-how to support key aviations players around the world in designing and implementing their off-airport strategies. It is our vision to create a futuristic travel journey where passengers can experience freedom during travel and avoid hassle by way of airport queues, baggage transportation, and other travel related inconveniences. At DUBZ, we do believe that off-airport is critical to build a resilient travel industry while generating significant commercial and cost saving benefits to airlines, airports, and other travel players. As the off-airport wing of dnata, DUBZ has built proprietary technological and operational know-how capabilities and is committed to work with travel partners to collaborate and build the airport of the future. Technology Solutions Operational Know-How Proprietary consumer App Proprietary operating API integration capability with procedures airlines and other partners DCS / Common Use Platform Customized back-end system configuration for mobile Customized fleet management readiness solution Logistics network set-up Authority approved security Agile / low-cost city terminal solution set-up DUBZ POWERED BY DNATA PAGE 15 CASE STUDY: PARTNERED WITH DUBAI IMMIGRATION TO STREAMLINE THE DEPORTATION PROCESS OF IMMIGRATION VIOLATORS The goal for this project was to facilitate and simplify procedures for immigration violators to leave the UAE by eliminating all the bottlenecks that immigration officials had to deal with on a daily basis. The problem The detention center at Al Awir in Dubai had a rigid process in place where deportees had to go through multiple steps before being able to leave the country. Issues in security clearance, document requirements, airline approvals, etc. were all problems immigration officials had to resolve for violators to travel. This lead to significant inefficiencies, as in many cases deportees arrive at the airport but needed to be transported back to their location at Al Awir detention center as their travel procedures turned out to be incomplete. This imposed high logistical and accommodation costs on the UAE's immigration authority (GDFRA). The solution DUBZ has worked extensively with DNRD on providing a remote airport solution at Al Awir detention center. This included an innovative process and technology to align with airlines and receive their approval from the detention center itself before printing boarding passes and tagging passengers' baggage on-site. This simply eliminated the hassle of transporting the deportees and getting them back to the detention center, if rejected. It also eliminated the costs of changing tickets and that of logistics and lodging. Processing time at the airport was also reduced significantly. All is now done directly on site. With a boarding pass in hand, deportees are guaranteed to board the flight and head to their home country. The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organization, employer or company. For more information, permission to reprint or translate this work, and all other correspondence, please email: info@dubz.com © 2020, DUBZ. All rights reserved. 
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